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Armstrong Junior College. Savannah, Ga.• November. 1946

oting poor As First Constitution
In School's History Is Accepted
On Thursday, October 19th, the
Armstrong Dance Committee held
a meeting and made plans for
dances of the coming year.
Ur.
Dabney is the chairman of faculty
advisors
with May Ann Smith
as president; Phi 11 i p a Kandle.
vice president; Beverly Beacham,
secretary;
and Lois Mallory as
treasurer.
The committee has planned three
dances for the year; one a quarConstitution
Committee
ter.
The first to he held Friday
of three
Sophomores,
after
Halloween.
ry Ellen
Montgomery,
Jane
Provisions of the plan are as
rown and George Upchurch; and follows:
1. Any society or club may
o Freshmen, Phillipa Kandel and
sponsor a dance, formal or inohn McGinty,
met for three
formal,
if the assent
of the
eetings to draw up a proposed Dance Committee is obtained.
nstitution governing the Student
2. "The date set for such a dance
must not coincide with that of
nate.
At the
assembly,
Tuesday, any 'Of the three formal dances
sponsored by Armstrong
Junior
October 16,
Dean
W. Orson
College.
eecher briefly
summarized
the
3. The
maximum
admission
constitution
and
called for
a charge for such a dance is $1.50
vote from the assembled students. for couple or stag, including tax.
(Continued on page 5)
(Continued
on page 4)
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Dance Group Decides SocialI
ommittee of Sophomores,
Policy For New Year
Freshmen Draws Up Plan
A poor vote ratified! the new
I constitution
as only 68 pers cast their ballots on October
Showing
a lack of interest
e students,
nevertheless,
voted
7-11 in f;tvor of the new plan of
udent government,
which is aner first in Armstrong's
eleven
life.

Wood .....
.. CI_ p,."nt

~

have ever aeen. AIu
...
In the .....
ro. VI
,..."
Goo.... Upehufth. SetrOlarFI
SllDOn. Treuurer;
Ian ~
tram.ural Sports Mana,er 'or
Su. C.... Intr,l .. ra. Sparta
a •• r for women.

I

Election, which took place trolD
8:30 A. M. untll 5:00 P. Il 011
Wednesday. saw the Pro".••lvea,
who ran mainly on I platfona
promising
a school cafeteria, ....
ter coolers in each buUdinc _
more and better student
ties. take all offices. Th. ~
was elcee, however. and cmIx ..
position
of Vice·Prelid8llt
,...,
filled by a great majority
01
votes.

ear

aetln.

I

The following compilations ....
given to the Inkwall froID tIul
Office of the Secretary:
President,
Jamel
Wpod.
votes;
Phillips
Hamilton,
votes.
Vice-President, H...
Paine, Sf;
Alan Moore, 48; Fred SlpIan, 18;
Lorraine Crovatt, 16.
Secretary, George Upc~
..
Joan Pratt, 16j Bobbljane Oordray
27; Bill Hannon, 10.

JAMES WOOD

The World Situation
By Charles

Students Don Costumes \FIYing Course For Vets
For Hallowe'en Dance
Gets Thumbs Down-V.A.

Williamson

ae~

Treasurer, Nick SiDlOD.
erly Beacham, 33; M a • .,
Barnes, 16.

A ti

Russia does not want war, at, In 'the true spirit 'Of the spook \ Hopes of acquiring flying leaReduction
in Armament
least
WIt
. h'In th e. measura hi e,' season loeal bookworms forgot· s'Ons for Armstrong veterans unBudget
future.
Therefore, It seernsd tthha: their studi-es for a while to don \ der the GI Bill of Rights were
Recently, Premier
J. Stalin of Russian leaders have learne.
th' a costumes f or t h e annua 1 H alloween shattered
last week when the
Russia, in a statement released to they cannot h ope to gam
elf
h' h a held at the stroke
a British correspondent
assured ends by their former
aggressive
danc~
W IC Whs,
.
f Nov. Regional
Office of Atl
the ta
Veterans
,
b'd
of mne
on t e eveDIng
0
••••
. f
Russian

policies.
Thus, It may
-. n
h f't e sal f embIt
er s. On e ()f the most suc. AdmIDIstratlOn 10
the 10 or·
Th bl
of ..
tbat this is one af t e ~I s. a cessfnl dances the school has had med Mr. Hawes that
po~e
g news
.....
Secretary of St~te B~e
s fI~m was attended by a large number sibility of offering the course IS been the election of
and patient pohcy wIth .RusSla. of scholars who came dressed in 'very remote.
Clau
ofticen.
WIth
It is to be hoped that thIS Rus- practically' anything
they c,?uld
• political
~
in the
sian mo~e repre~ents a .new trend dig out of the home files ... and
Mr. HaweB, who made a tnp student
enthuaialSlll baa
in RUSSIan foreIgn poltcy.
If it with a reason too, fOr prizes were to Atlanta last we$ to .onfer a new heiiht In the
is, we may look forward to ~ long awarded after intermission for the i with the VA on the aviation
At the meeting of
{leriod of peace and prosperIty for best costumes worn by a boy and I course stated that' the VA would {nore Class on Tu.esda1.
the world. girl. Bill Harm'Cn, whose clever I
.~ th
course only &I part 15, nomination! were
It will no d'Oubt be alleged by Oroucho Marx
outfit has been pemn
~ nal b'ecti . that is meeting was presided Oftt
some that the Russians are bae,k- the conversation
around school of a vocatlo
0 J
ve,
, Beecher and the nom
ing down noW because they know circles ever since, had no trouble it wou:ld be offered only .to stu- made from the floor.
that they will get what they want. in being acclaimed the mal,: win-I dents majoring in areonautteal enA bit of trouble , .... "",
later, when they have recovered nero Mrs. Jerry Cordell, In an I gineering
or aviation. The VA over thIS. election daw wb~
from the ravages of the recent old maid dress, found the wom~n's \ would not consider the coune as finally slated for
war,
and the Western
powersf competition keen.. before walkmg an extracumc . uIar acti'.,·to
or a a -ult
of the noalinatt.w
.
I
......
•... _
·'1 have been lulled m.to. a sense 0 I off the stage WIth her prIze.
,_
verbal battles l'Bged M
security
by concI1hatory
. acts.
The Dance Committee did a won- hobby.
tne Sophomore CluI.
i This attitude is to be deprecIated. derful job and went all 9ut. in \
The final resulll of ..
It is absolutelY necessa,;
for the decorating the auditorium WIth AI h
T Beta Planning nationa w...... foil..... '
Western Powers ~ ~eet
RussIa an appropriate theme for the af- I
a au
half way. If :hlS IS not done, fair. Too, they did not spare the \ Turkey Holiday Formal
p ..... ident, Jam ..
nQ efforts by eIther group alone expense for the decorations were
Hamilton.
will hring peace. The in.vltabl. beautif~l, and a pleased crow.d I Alpha Tau B.ta bes announc,ed
Viee Prillclent, B.
result will be war.
danced for four hours to the musIC' a dance to be held on Thank"lv- Alan lloore, PNcI
of the Merrymakers.
ing eve. The dance will be beld raine Cro....
in the school auditorium with the
Seentar)',
CltoU9
Merrymakera
on
deck.
Four
.olld
Joan
Pratt,
Bobbila
Victorious By Small

the world of the peaceful intentions of the Soviet Union.
This
statement
was
greeted with
a
great deal of skepticism in the
world outside
the Soviet Union,
which had heard
similar statements before, and seen its hopes
b lasted
by
further
aggressive
action of the U. S. S. R. But,
there. is hope -that the Russians
may really mean what they say
this time.
That hope is occasioned by the
budget recently
presented in the
parlIament
of the Soviet Union.
This budget,
supported by the
powerful
P.olitburo
calls for a
.'
re ductIon in military expenditures
of some 40%.
This is the best,
Possible thing,' that could have
b~ppened
at the present
time,
":'th the diplomatic and political
dIfferences
existing between the
UnIted
States
~nd the Soviet
Union, It shows, far better than
any wqrds
can eyer show, that

Phillipa Kandel

I

I
I

octo_

I

p

.
Margin In Freshman Campalgn

After a count dow~ to the last vote, Phillipa Kandel became the
neT( Freshman
Class President by a hairbreadth margin in a spirited
election which was held on November 6. Jack Kney won in his nee
f
.
Or Vice-President
by a comfortable
lead; T. A. Laud,
eer
ry,
~
Prinee, Senate
TreaaurB<; AM Fretw.1I aDd ,,"n~J
D ema....
..... eaentatlves

seta·

Politics Finds Opposition
Among The Sophomores

h~ura
at

the

wootl.

of fun have been promised
formal

"hieb '1'111be .. t

Polities have really been in the In holiday mood, "ith a beIlutlta1
'\ir this past week.
ThursdaY, decorative scheme.
Dancing
will I... from 9:00
officers for the Sophomore _class
t d on In the hotte.t e1ec- P.M. until 1:00 A.M. and tieketl
~ere vAorme
strong
has ever seen. wl1l be '1.60, stee or driI.
tlon
011 pge-4)

Bill Harmoa.

Tr'-r,

u-Ma. 11117

AlaIr~:I~

Bport:a)

"aon ,
S~.

<_Ii),

...

BULL STREET BULLETINS

the

EDITORIAL STAFF

l!;lIitor
MlUIlIging Editor
Business Manager

~

Harold Goldberg
Joan Pratt
Bobbijane Cordray

Editorial Writers ...
Donald Austin, Leonora Browne,
James Wood. Marvin Nodvin. Sports Writers . . . Jack
Sparkman. Bill Brown, Reginald Evens, G. H. Isley, Sue
Cox. Feature Writers ...
Joanne Durrance, Mary Monta
gue, Bill Brown, Hal Greene, Lynn Barker, Faye Hancock.
Claude Afmstrong, Lida Moore, Allen Moore. Columnists
...
Charles Williamson, Albert Galin, Robert Porter.
ExcbaD.ge Wrlt('r . , , Marion Blair. News Reporters,
, .
:Martha Adams, Marion Blair. William Bird, Ann Fretwell.
Grady KickUghter. Hazel Peters, Sara Leon, Betty Moore.
Louis Reisman. William Worrell. Artists ... Jules Bacot,
Lida Moore, Sue Cox. - Photographers ' .. Bob Hamley.
Wayne Street, Harmon Corley. Typist ... Phyllis Ethert~n.

such thing.. We must move forward. We
of this present enrollment are the largest
By AI Porter
and finest group of individuals this school
Rudyard Kipling erred somewhat w~en he stated, "0, Eaet iI
ras ever teen. It is then our pleasure. yes,
East
and West is West and never the twa in shall meet," for not on}
our duty, to leave memorable impressions
'0 the twain meet
on Bull street in Savannah
but so do all the !lIen,.f
for our posterity.
.
How, then, can this be achieved? There 'icre of the college set.
All along this popular concourse from Bay Street ' durinLg Sep
is but one alternative-the
integration of
all our ideas, talents, and suopor! to the ad- tember
to June Armstrong
maroon and gold caps can be see n In
. a.
~.
vancement of what we may point with pride huddle on most any comer. Yeu'Il find them hoisted above sod as at
in years to follow as "The College which I Solomon's Temple or the Palace Court, or if the weather is Cool
you'll probably see them towering over a cup of mock and ja~a a~
helped build."
---.fames A. Wood.
Brownie's Derby

on Jones.

4

This Bustling World

Slowly burns the midnight oil, flickering
on, an open book of learniug from which a
Youth desperately seeks to extract the
great words of wisdom. 'Tis late, and he
busies himself with an infinite task, for
To tile casual observer, a .quick glance before him lie a multitude of books.
at Armstrong would indicate that tha school
What then is the purpose of such great
is back into its pre-war era and on to big- studying? What dire need compels this
ger and finer things. But only an uninter- youth to valiantly strive to keep his eyes
ested person would see it in a light such open in order that he mal acquaint himself still further with the teachings in the
as that.
We cannot be casual observers or uninter- book? Studying is good, but such a great
amount is detrimen'tal to one's health.
ested persons because of the one fact that Therefore, let me ask him that I may know
we are students .• Can we look at Arm- his purpose.
strong in the light of past achievement of
Slpwly he turns toward me, for in truth
this schooland say that we are on the road he is so weary that he can do nothing
to a recovers of the many honors and spirits more. I ask him and he answers- not, but
that that school had ten years ago? It shows me a book which he opens and begs
would be sheer folly to think so. The glory me read. From out of this little book I
read, "ARMSTRONG JUNIOR COLLEGE,
that was once Armstrong's has dwindled to Fall quarter, Test . . . Friday, Oct. 18."
but a feeble ember. The spirif which cre- Thereupon the youth says, "Test! Not one,
ated a desire to excel has seemingly. gone. not two, but three!"
But why this situation?
Is it just that the Perhaps you have-but two tests or better
students of that day were more talented
Perhaps this is your case, dear reader.
and energetic than we students of today? still. four tests. Nevertheless, it brings me
to the conclusion that there should not be
It would seem so.
more than one test a day.
In the very first few years of the life .of
Here is how I believe we should install
this college there prevailed a progressive such a plan. Each period should have its
spirit. Their problem was even harder. The test on one day of the week. Thus the 8 :30
institution was new. Their worth had yet class would have its test on Monday, the
to be proved. This they did, and the 9 :30 on Tuesday, et cetera. Therefore, there
fruits of their victory can be seen in the would be less confusion, less tests per day,
and perhaps, better marks for the students,
very fact that the school still is in exist- many
of whom need them.
ence.'
Note that this plan should apply not only
4'0"",,'''.0\.. There is no reason whatsoever why a stuto mid-terms but to all tests in general.
nt body must always look at the past for
If this suggestion were put into effect
oetter school year. There can be no stand- perhaps life would be more pleasant for ~
ing still. for a student body. There is no few of the many in this bustling world.

Yesterday, Today""" And Tomorrow

time and
a few Atoms and who, incidentally, I think is on&
you'll .hear some of the best jazz of the best bassmen in the counartists on these platters.
try.
Also, you'll hear on the
side Vido Musso's
fine
This man
Kenton, who just same
tenor.
Chico
Alvarez
leads
the
five years
ago was practically
trumpet
section on Rika
Jack
unknown to thoae seeking higher
side.
education in modern swing music,
Now for an overall record reexplains
imself,
Kentomically,
view:
On a musicraft record we
with one of his latest' recordings,
Georgie Auld cutting
one
Rika Jika Jack. -This features find
June Christy chirping the lyrics, called Mo-Mo on one side, and
Blase' versa.
A - good
with the entire
band echoing You're
with fine sax work
by
same.
Backing
up this Capitol record
disc is something
a little more Georgie.
sensational,
title being, Artistry
Here is one trumpet man that
in Boogie, featuring
Slan him- you had better watch his name
self, hassman
Eddie Safranski,
(Continued on p~ge 5)
~

Platter Patter
Extra! Extra! New

Atomic

Recordl
-IntroBy Cy Armstrong
An atomic record
fell on a
phonograph and gave 'Out one of
the current releases of Dodo Mar~
marosa; no not Barbarosa.
Dodo
play.s excellent piano
on both
sides; being, Dodo's BhIes, and
I Surrender Dear. The recordings of Atomic are not .quite up
to the peak of present day recording standards, but just give them

The Mail

"

BOX M ed lUm·

,

.•
By Manon Blall'
Ruben W. Holland, former
instructor
in ro~ance
languages,
Treasurer and Registrar
at Armstrong, has received the
tit Ie
"Hardest Man to See on Campus"
at the University of Chattanooga,
where he is now the Associate
Dean and Director 'Of The Evemng College.
.
But, the students hasten to add,
well worth the necessary
~,
even days, to make his acqu&lnt8nce,; and aU the "old tim·

it'.

I ers"

I that

~t Armstr~ng
IS.
*' *'

know how true

*

Our Savannah
boYs seem to be
o.k. in the football world
this year.
Mickey Logan, Jimmy
Petit, -and Lewis Hook are "carry_
ing the ball" for Georgia Tech,
while "Bo" Hagen
is the Unive.rsity of South Carolina's star
freshman.

I doing
I
I
I

Ve~rans
In School
Wine, women- and song, all sum.
mer long.
School books and tests when
_ leaves start to rest.
Dances with dates , friends, loves

I

,and
hates.
Ball games at night, Sophomores
are tight.
.
Mondays are blue
Hangovers
too.
'
High school queens,
Still in their teens.
Hard hearted teachers
Should've been preachers.
Reconverted
vets
No teacher!!._ pets:
Time for exams
Ev.eryone crams'
This all goes to show,
Or probably you know
We'll all be wrecks
'
If we d'On't get our checks.
- Ha ml'Iton p'&lne.

Not in Times Square, Piccadilly Circus or on cinemaland's H 11
·
0 rwood and Vine can there be f oun d a more e 1ite group of male s
tators of the passing tibias than on Savannah's
Bun and Broug:~'
Streets.
The femes fatal who are the objects of this scrutiny dis,
covered long ago that ···th
It IS on
e sou th west corner of this inter ,~.
tion mecca that they are viewed by the more discerning eyes seed
hi 1
an
receive the most sonorous WIst es.
Come dusk the caps are doffed, but you can still recognize the'
"dl emona de on the Sapphire Merry."
faces before a glass of spirite
g<>;round, or perhaps
at the Japonica
Room where they'll probably
be doing the old ~ne, one-two to the rhythm
of one of the "Annie
Get Your Gun" hits.
VIGNETTES OF COLLEGE LIFE .. .' ~ thought I was in need
of spectacles as I sauntered through Wright;
Square one day last
week. As I looked toward the resting
place of Tomichichi, there
appeared to be a galaxy of golden satelites
revolving swiftly around
the old chief's tomb stone.
Immediately
I thought the old boy had
been elevated to sainthood and that this golden halo had been placed
around his tomb bytthe supernatural
in commemoration of his good
deeds. I hurried over for a closer inspection
hut just as I neared
the venerated spot the halo disappeared
and a half dozen 'Or more
golden-capped Armstrongites
stepped off the copinz, and with deject.
ed eounteminces,
strolled on down the street.
A spectator laughing
heartily stood close by, and it was th rough him that I solved my
optical illusion.
Someone had told the gel-len-capped
damsels that
by running swiftly
ten times around
his grave, Tomichichi would
say nothing.
ATTENTION
BACHELORS .
The home economics department will offer courses in food preparation.
Beginning next quarter
Classes will be one hour long five days a week, however, little credit
will be given.
Read about it elsewhere in this issue 'Of the Inkwell,
On reconsidering,
perhaps this announcement
should be directed
to the attention
of all future husbands
of the Armstrong student
body in view of the fact that it is becoming
an increasing popular
thing for young brides to have stay-in-bed headaches on cold mornings.
EMBARRASSING
MOMENTS ...
This columnist felt a tinge
of red in his checks one day last week when he entered the clothing
lab of the Hunt Memorial unannounced,
Ripples of laughter vibrated
around the room as he sauntered through
on an inspection
tour,
Feeling somewhat consuicuous as the Lone Ranger amidst this land of
femininity, he looked around with a perplexed
countenance for. the
cause of the laughter,
and as he did, spotted a partly denuded
female scurrying
under one of the sewing
tables.

Some Written Stuff
By Alvin
As large

an assemblage

there is on the

second

ted for such meeting
ly visit'ed by the
...

where the

and at another

college
and

at Solomon's Pharmaey

students,

..

the

sweeps during

where

as

Hall duting the time allot--

floor of Jenkins

...

proprietor

tween the hours,

Galin

of collegians

the music

place

that's

ve!y frequent-

place, formerly
classes
box

the dump

and is rushed

eats

nickels

be·

and .. the

pupils the stock.
Folk dancing
on the floor of the auditorium
could see ourselves as those in the balcony
see us.

..

, oh,

if we

A note of interest.
, . about the cracked concrete bench on the
campus outside the Armstrong Building ...
within it a m-eta! ~x
. .
f '39
'tis
cont ammg a number of articles left us by the class 0
•••
to be looked in to.
And here's
more stuff .. , if the space and Ed. ·will al~ow
lck
.. of politics within
the institution
...
itrs a turmoil of st d· I
an
d
together.groups,
come hell 'Or high water,
of talk, of ra lea s, .
of tears ...
herets more politics ...
concerning
tbe veterans dIS·
continuing the idea of sponsoring the Halloween Dance
an o~i
chestra and floor space at the DeSoto being donated
and a
this to go puff!
s
The Student
Lounge . , ,table
tops
spotted with bottle rin.g
and ~opped with cards ...
students seated in-big red leather cha~:
off In corners,
pretending
to be absorbing
knowledge from \er
stuffed volumes while lending one ear to the jabber arid th; '?~hut
to the sounds that come from the revolving
disks ...
a l'Ou
that door!" from the pingpong room.
.
.
.
bkofe~ery
Thbe ook store ...
a place that carrIes
every
00
•
kind and subject except the bound pages you might be seekIng. each
Of the three dots .. , that appear
before y-our eyes after
thought ...
an excuse of a paragraphist.

THE INKWJU'L
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M atre
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PIle Three

Heartenins Words From
ED181'YTo Loea1 Scholars
~.lrong
students
worried about entering

On The BooksheH

GeeChee Parade

who Jll'<l
college as

Faye JIaIIeoeIl .
On February
4, 1922, a very h HexadactylBctie
By

advanced students within the next 1: lusive character
year tee . ed
elV
reasluring
w 0r d
from the office of the President
at Em'Ory University,
it was announced by President
B awe B J
Monday, October 21.

was born in

as absolutely

Claxton, Georgia.
Tho ne~ pl __•
h
A" ~
e appeared
was in Savannah
High
Sehool.
(See what we
mean)?
He graduated froM that
temple of golden opportunities in
1942
(H

Mortimu

Soerd

nothing on Anne

Boolyn.
The beautiful French
wife of Henry VIII also had sis:
f'
IDgen
on one hand, a deformity
ieb
ahe covered by wearinC
r DVes, Catherine,
except when her rival,
Queen
foreed her to

wr

TheEMORY
text of the letter read:

e was one For
of thetluw
bie- pay
1
gest . goldbricks).
card. without thom.
That
month. all was bli •• , then h. got la juot one of the odd alld taa hli.terlng
Idea. He went Into _ling
faellj preeented
by
Geo
S~
While
moat
of
the
veterans
the
U.
S.
Merchant
Marine
Aead.
AboJ'l'e
rtmpaon
in
his
"Book
h
.
at a Thouaand Thi·-."
He
The most
stylish
artic~
of ad'
re
• omg t e smart
thing and President Foreman M.. Ha.wes
emy ID late November.
They lao
."w
clothing for first quarter Freshweanng
such GI clothes as will Arm.trong Junior Conege
kept up with him 10nr enough a
rev~led that anti-kink hair
men is a little yellow cap perched fit in with college life, others Savannah Georgia
to find' out his name. . • It I. pre:ratlona
are genorally comright on top
of brown, red or are spending most all of their
I have had occaalon reeently to John McGinty
He had his ba.1 ~:·t
of gom traranth
(ficare
yelloW curls.
And obtoh, never a sixty.five per on such thlnga ••... cheek with our Regi.trar
on the tralnlnr in Pa.. Christian, Ml: u.:t one out without a dictionary);
tibpon.
Light grey, blue, or bright yel- records of students" coming to u. sissippi,
they put him that c;rne CJ'Ob
fa.terIn atweddl
Dichta.
on a bo tand then
f
eatWIman
....
All the young ladies are glad
low sweaters.
They've even star~ from Annstrong
Junior College.
a , a ate which they r&- came from th
cia
cool weather
is here so they ted a run for the Reindeer puII- I am glaa to report to you that served for cadets.
After the
e cav.man
7&
usual .entence had c_.
c, when th • lfroom
took hla beat
may don their
new fall outfits.
overs.
It's repot:,ted that
they Mr. Stipe's comments are highly h
unn ""au, friend alone to fieht oft hl.
The loveliest
creation is a soft are the favorite around town ... favorable. The ~ord8
indicate e went to the King's Point ACid· bride', relaUves' that mOlqultou
wool blou~e in pastel colors that gue.s I~l have to hurry and get that your graduat..
hav. b.en emy on Long Island.
prefer
children' to adulla
and
fits close about
the neck and mine!..
well prepared to do advanced work
In the fall of '45, he decided like pnttemen
blondl
bru'
.
U
to "retire" f
th
,buttons down the back. Sweaters
With shirts, soft wool in plaids In our
pper Division of the
rom
e .ea, 10 he nettel.
H. states that • crapeand blouses
find
their perfect and solid colors. . .that is the College and that they have main. enrolled at Arm.trong.
Accord- fruit is II A lemon that had a
match with wool skirts of assorted thing, or so they tell me.
tained themselves most creditably log. to Mr. McGinty, lilt was chance and took advantace of it"
in scholarsjllp in compari.on with dsclded by official. that it was (thl. alatem.nt ho admlla he pHcolors. . . plaid and pastel.
In vogue is a gay wool plaid
of transfers from other institutions neeesaa 'rY'. f or me to go blck to f e red from a man named AnonySI acks are in. a variety
gathered s.t mademoiselle's
waist. colors.
Herringbone
brown, greys
and blues tweeds
are mo.tin and In comparison with tho grad· sea. un tl~ proper Iy discharged. moua),
and s.ys that th. word
Always popular
is that favorite
uates of our own Lower Division. ThiS I dId rather rapidly!' There umoron"
is derived from
the
tweed with a kick pleat. Another popular, while a very small check
We shall welcome application he remained
for eight months same Greek root aa the word
from others 'Of your graduates. longer' ' then f'IDa IIy d'LtlCharge.d" lOp h omore". This book of comfavorite is the soft wool sweater seems . to be the coming . thing.
with a skirt of matching color.
Plaid
slacks and sohd sport Under the crowded conditions un- He a v e n knows how he man- pletely
unrelated
facta Ia. the
To top off the ensemble. . .8 coa.ts or. just the reve~
. . . der which we are all working we a~ed two jobs at the sam e type of reading material you can
belt, almost any width or shape whde plaid coat and sohd pants cannot you will understand, make tl~e, but by the time he was enjoy without having to concenany blanket promises in advance d15charged, he had reached the- trate.
To make it even more atto make the waist smaller.
A are seen at all the tea danees.
Argyle sox are still very popu.
Continued on Page 6)
ranks of Lieutenant Senior Grade tractive,
the fact that it isn't
narrow jewel-studded
one or a
in the U: S. Maritimo Commission
(Continued on pag. 4)
belt decked with nail heads. Per~ lar, while square-toed jogs in ashaps 'One, three inches wide, black sorted brown with both smooth Election of Officers, Heated and Lleulenant
Junior Grade in Say, One of The Lovelom?
or red, with a double buckle.
and rough finishes are much In Discussion At 1st Vets Meet tho U. S. Naval Reserveo. He Then Peruse The FoUowing
To adorn
inilady's _arm, any evidence.
At the first meeting of Arm- was First
Assistant
Engineer
Next issue the Inkwell
will
kind of bangle bracelet, large or
The age of the bow tie is here. strong Veterans Social Club this aboard ship.
print
an
advice-to-the-Iovelom
small, and
the
more bracelets Though it was long thought that year on Friday, October 11, at
We can truthfully lIay he's
if
there
is
enough
the more jingle our student can head waiters and orchestra leaders 1:30 P.M., election of officers and pretty high up on our hit parade. column,
students response to this notice.
make!
To keep a special look had a corner on the bow t~ mar~ a heated discussion of plans shap·
Found, a boy who likes to
Just write your love troubles,
from her eye or rather to shOW keto
Armstrong
students
are ed up.
memorize poe try and is not whether humorous or serious (we
that special
look to. your eye doing themselves proud. . .every
The following officers were in- ashamed to admit it. Bravery, would rather have the humorou8),
she wears a hair clamp, not an conceivable color has been brought: stalled: President,
Alan Laird; that is.
His second interest is to I'va Date, care of the Inkwell
ordinary hair
clamp, mind you, forth except one... purple.
May_I Vice President, Phillips Hamilton; what he calls ufumblhi.g" around and deposit your letter in the Inkbut a big,
bright
8jnd shiny be Paine or Hamilton will intro~ Secretary, Jules Bacot; Treasurer, on the piano. He also likes boat- well box in Miss Mosley's office.
metal-buckle
effect,
in
either duce that to us.
A. V. Matthews; Dance Commit- ing.
To add to that, he has
I:va Date will attempt to give
tee Representative,
Bob Harmon; driven a kerosene-burning Model
silver or gold.
either a hum<lrous or seriou~ reSocial Committee Chairman, An· "A" about the U. S. He states,
ply in the Inkwell.
nabelle La i n;
Student
Senate in his mild manner, that the
"Geechee" Has Large
Don't sign your name to the
Retinue At First Meet
Representative, Hamilton Paine.
thing he gets the biggest kick out letter but rather a funny name or
Office of ':e~~~:
.
Emoly U nlvenity,
Georgia
.
October 18, 1946

t;

I

Geechee Parade

Bon'ldeL,ynnbIUcB.aeyrkeder
lad run·

I.

The bI
ning around
school smoking a
,
pipe is the 1946-47 Editor-in-Chief
of the Geechee, Charles Williamson.
He rea c h e s -six-feet, three
inches towar,d the stars, and 'grav.
ity holds

192 p'Ounds of Charles

to terra· firma.
up on all

~Ithough

fronts

he keeps

of politics,

he

hasn't quite
reached the legal
voting age in Georgia.
Besides
being
Editor of the
Geechee he belongs to the Stu.

Twenty members, the largest
Members, after kicking tho idea of is ju.t hanging around getting
staff of any previous year, were around, postponed the sponsorin~ into people's way wh<n they're
present
meeting

.
.
of the Halloween dance. Indeft- .working.
during the orgamzabon I nite plans have been made by the
All we can say, is, John Mcof the Geechee, Arm~ 1social comthittee for a moonlight Ginty, you can get in our way

I

strong's
year-book.
Plans were ~o~t ride som~ time near Armmade for an ea r I y ann u a I, Istlce Day.
Further
announced
d nce com mit tee
rep· \ ments .have yet to be made, con·
an
a
a
I .._.:I d'
th cerning the ride, 'from the dance
resentative was e 8C1PU
unng
e committee.
first meeting of the year which

I

was held in the Inkwell
October

Room on I Lida

Moore Elected New
I Head Of Alpha Tau Beta

4, at 8:00 P. M.

the Permanent
Dean's List and is by May of next year..
chemistry lab ';ssistant
to Dr.
Miller. When asked what his hobhies were he replied "I find inThe tragedy 'Of the flea is that
terest in the study of Astronomy,
he knows for a certainty that all
Physics,
History
and Classical his children are going
to the
M~sic.yt
dogs.

----------(..
A. C. Oelschig
and Sons

STYLES

IN

QUALITY APPAREL

"Say it With
205

•

Alpha

In

flA/tj~'

A,BERCORN-BROUGH-TO(/

snd Ah'sl
when

you

For YOU . . .

we a r

Weot Bronlfhton

for

Tau Beta's annual rush

FINE'S

TEENS

Moore

and

Miss

Ethel

Moore.
The rooms were attractively
decorated with Calianthus leaves
and
tea
bl faU
bl flowers.t On ndtheyellow
ta e
candles

ue azura urn a
carried out the

color

scheme of Alpha Tau Bela.
The sorority is planning to
sponsor a formal d.nce on Thanksgiving
Eve and the girls are
hoping it will be a big succe.sl
They have also been asked to
sponsor a tea dance at the Sapphire Room for the University of
Georgia students.

FINE'S
su-t

15 Broughton

St. W8It

Remember The

ALPHA TAU BETA
Thanksgiving Eve

DANCE I
November 27th

9:00 P. M.
til
1:00 A. M.

A BIGTIME IS
IN STORE FOR

EVERYONE

I

ir'============i1I~~~~~~~~~~~

Raskin's Shoe
Store
SHOES-HOSE-

BAGS

GALIN'S

Flowers"

•

SAVANNAJI.

1N

Fashion'.

CHILDREN

Phone 5191

and Jo Ann Durrence, Publicity
Chairman.

Lida

FOR MEN
WOMEN

St.

=============

tea
19, waa
1946 held
at theSaturday,
borne of
October
Miss

.There will be plenty of OR's
THE LATEST

r

151 Bull

any old time.

The deadline for aU material:
The newly elected officers of
wa
announced as February
2,: Alpha Tau BetJl are: Lida Moore,
194;.
Charles Williamson, Editor President; Joan Prat~, Vice-presi~
y
of the annual publication, remarkdmt;
Bett u p' Form
secretaryd'
.
Mary Ann
on, t aTn,
reasurer;
an
D
€d that yearbook covers WlU be

ent Forum,
Music Club, Film
d
Club Al h
L
bd S.
d
,
p a
am a' 19ma, an
hard to obtain, but, llevertheless,
is on the editorial staff of the
Inkwell.
"Doin'
What Com e s he' promises that the staff will
Naturally"
to him, Charles made do its utmost to publish the book

some initials you have made up.
Let's get busy and let those lettus flow!

23Y, BroaPton

St. W.t
Dial 2-1887

P~Four
Assembly Features TheProfessor Quiz Show
On Thursday,
October 31, the
original Professor
Quiz presented
an excellent assembly program to
the Armstrong
students,
as he
gave a demonstration
of what
was in store for his national hookup over the American
Broadcasting Company
that
night. Ruth ,
Foster} who vied against
four'
student contestants
in a fight to
the finish, ran off with top laurels
by scoring a perfect mark in the
quiz, and won a, seventeen-jewel
ladies wrist watch as a result

of her efforts.
He has traveled through a number of states
throughout
the
eountry, being sponsored over a
regular
American
Broadcasting
Company show. His program in
Savannah will feature
a gift of
a fifty·dollar Gruen watch to the
high scorer of the evening.
Professor Quiz started his career
as a boy circus tighrope walker.
He was born Craig Earl, in New
England. Left fatherless
at the
age of nine months, his mother
struggled to care for herself and
the lad. When he was seven years
of age, Craig began to earn his
own livelihood. An uncle, who was
affiliated with a circus, took the
boy under his wing and taught
him acrobatics.
ly, Craig
tired of 'Europe and
and returned
to
Craig walked the tightrope. and show business
and to school.
did acrobatics for four years. A America
He entered medical college in
bad fall put an en.9'to "such perforJlbneee.
MeaJlwhile,
however, New England, and after graduhe ~
mastered
a routine of ating practiced this profession for
of years before suerM;te tNks.
When his health a number
again to the lure
of
retfurned
young Craig did a cumbing
open road. 'I'hie time
he
sleight of hand act in vaudeville. the
At the age- of 14, looking much chose lecturing' as his medium.
older than his years,
he took It was while pursuing this actihis act to Europe where he played vity that a ,CBS official in Wash·
ington invited him to go on the
in variety houses.
air-and
shortly thereafter
the
Classical dancing, Craig observProfessor
Quiz radio program
ed, was one of the best paying
was born. In 1936 it was decided
acts in Europe,
and so, teaming
to air the program nationallyup with a woman
partner, he
and the tag, the "one, the only,
took ballet leseona and blossomed
the ot-igmal Professor Quiz," be-out as a dancer, playing in Engcame a nationally known traderand, France,
Germany-in
fact
mark
..
all over the continent.
W h iIe
traveling, Craig employed a forer and impoverished
Heidelberg
1st Old Maid: "I love
fesaor to teach him the sub- diet-e."
..;ts which had been neglected
2nd Old Maid: "Oh you
by lack of formal schooling. Final- that in every war."
It is best' not. to let the girl
friend come right out 'and say
she loves you-squeeze
it out of

her.
"Some women are willing to lead
a dog's life if you pet them.
It's harder
to get men to
church because
they don't care
what other men are wearing.

Many girl. would be mo.. .ple
If they had more apan .
And I .. ked a Irttle que.tion
.ay
And my heart was filled with
New Constitution
hope
(Continued from page 1)
But her answer never re.ehed. me Thl. brought a quick prot st
HI draw the line at kissing,"
For her brother cut the rope.
She said In accent fine.
from Inkwell Editor, Harold GoldBut he was a football hero
berg, who m.cle a motion that an
And so he crossed the line.
Indeftnlle time be allowed for
Dine ..•
thorough study and discu"ion of
Dottie:
"I refused Henry two
the proposed constltution by tho
months ago, and he's- been drink.tudent body.
Dance
•.•
ing steady ever since."
After much debate from th
Lottie:
HI think that's carryftoor It was finally re.olved that
Romance • • • ample time should b. aBowed for
ing a celebration too far."
sol-

I often pause and wonder
Morning is the time of day At fate's peculiar ways
men
when the rising generation retires For nearly all our famous
and the retiring
generation rises. Were born on holidays.

Compliments

of

Edgar L. Wortsman

~

The

Maxwell Bros.
. and Asbill

Sapphire Room

FURNITURE

HOTELDE SOTO

100 Broughton
Phone

Glt('

Club Or~

...

nder the 1.ade.,blp 01 M1
William Baker, Arm.tro" III
alherod fore.. to fonn ....
Gle Club which will nUJO\er;
proximately 60 members. II
ings have been called for
afternoon
duting
3:S0 to

rr:

P.M.
Ia"
No definite announceDlentB..,.
the students to become familiar
.
lb' ,B&kf
with the proposed paper, and the been made concernmg
gram of the club. but )lr. ...
date set for voting was Thursday
.
. t preBsntl
ius
.
October 24, at the assembly
t~ expects their
some time during the spI1D1"
be held that day.

L. WEITZ and CO.

St. West

W

Under Baker'sDir_-

228 West BfO&lI

ASHER SHOES
22 West Brow:btoJl.

3-5701

A Southern Paradise

The
Glendale Shop
Savannah'a

Pmomlnatinr

MUlln..,. Shop
All Prices

for all. occaelene

Leaders
Serving

Savannah Since 1868

fk~

Tea Dances

Joe Levine

Saturday Afternoon

DRY GOODS

5-7
Broughton

'" IIanllml

St.

Dining every evening
(E""ept Sunday)

en w. IlroM

in

and Slyle

Beauty, Quality

Since 1870

DesbouillonS
JEWELERS
126 Broughton St.,

IlO"

I
vember 8. 1946
Platter. Patter
new album of The King Cole Trio
(continued from page 2)
.Frankie
doing, The Girl I
my Zito- Jimmy wa: supposed
8.rlY..•
Here is the girl th t
have tied notes WIth screen rates
tops in my 'book
~
treSS June Haver.
Not being vocalists,
Peggy Lee on ~ g~1
of the outcome,
I'll let you You Kinda Glad We Did.,' T un,t
reOW for sure nex t' Issue.
"
Zit There'
NOn'"
D. s
1 0
0
e But You
I
ts a fine disc wi~hdLes Brown Guess I'll Get the Papers a"oo"
ned lligb on a win y Trumpet. Home, ALes Bro"YTIproduction.
'other side emits
a swing
~ ~now what you readers are
;mercial .tune
called Lovf~r'~ thm~l~g.
Who are all of these
p.
It 18, h owever,
a
me mUSICIans that I've never heard
nce number.
Brown, of course, of, ~nd the different labeled refor Columbia Records.
.cordmgs?
These artists
and
For a bit
of novellty you recoyds
are the ones that
you
houl dig the Phil Moore Four ~hould listen to very soon.
It
d
ing, She's a Rank Chick, only IS my hope that you will give
n't go out and get some ben- these newer musicians an ear
edrine bubble
gum.
The other I believe
that such bands
as
side is dedicated
to us G. "L's in Harry
James, Vaughan Monroe'
cho existing
on $65.00 per. . . the exiled classical baritone, RUB"
ol
S ma
Without
Finance is a Morgan,
Faeddy Martin,
Lornnce
Nuisance. This r e cor dis
by bardo, etc., have liad their -"Corn"
)lusicraft ...
No. h5076.
printed
enough and they should
The fonowing
disc is not in make
way for the newer
and
.ny way a coincide"nce to the better
musicians, who des e r v e
radio program of the same name. to be heard about. So don't. hate
What is it? .. John's Other Wife, me for not mentioning any of
played by that
fine alto sax the later
bands, even the one
man Johnny Bothwell on a Signa- that might be your favorite.
All
ture platter.
The brass section of the above mentioned records
has an extremely
fine passage can
be found at local record
and does much for the disc.
shops.
Drop in and listen
to
You've all
heard
of
Slam some of those independent recordStewart, former
bassman
with ings, such as: Majestic, Signature,
Benny Goodman.
W. ell, you should Super-Disc and Gilt-Edge, etc.
hear him on a disc with the Don Y-ou'll really find some of the
"Byas Quad.
You say you don't_fine
jazz m u sic
you've
been

1IiIIio (Jmb EJecta Off\eerB
PIaDs EDery q.- SkIt 80lIa
Election
of ......
....
t1Ie

ill'

main thing on the agenda of thr
second meeting of the Radio
Club on Oetcber ar, at 7:30 P.M.
Plans "'ere
prepared for Ul
Ellery Queen skit to be presented
in an assembly in the nMr future,
and to produce a radio play ada,...
ted from the National Broad~
.ing Company original.
The foUowin&, oftken were elected: President.
George Upchurch;
Vice-President, Janice Bieej Secretary, Bernard Ratnerj Tre •• ure"
Lorraine Crovatt; Student Senate
Representative,
Donald Aultinj
and Dance Committee Representatives, Leila Ann Nease.

Go

'\5

•

Platter

Patter Answers

ANSWERS

TO MUSIC

QUF.8TlONS

1. You Koep Comln, Ileek Like
a Sonl.
2. Rumorl Are Fly'nr.
3. Ole B.t~rmUk
Sky.
About
"No! No! Not the Blacklbt! I wu JUIt rollowlnl '0 Durrtnce. CoUSd 4:. I Don't Know Enoulh
I help it If she went through the froB door""
You.
6. Route 66.
to refund the cost of the ticket
6. If You Were The Only Girl
Dance Committee
to undesirable
ticket holders.
In The World.
(Continued from Page 1)
8. A financial statement should 7. To Each Hie Own.
.4. If the society realizes .- be turned in on each dance, to8. The Girl That I Marry.
profit from such a dance, it may gether with receipts.
9. I G....
I'll Get The Paper
keep 50% of this profit, and the
and Go Home.
other 50% will be turned into the
"Do you know the difference
school to _make up a Dance Fund. between a popular girl and un· 10. Surrender.
understand that
humming
noise seeking.
5. If the society goes into debt popular girl?"
What is It?
that Slam does; that, my alumni,
Emory Message
as a' result of such a danee, the
"Yes and no."
(Continued from Page 3)
is a bit of unison bowing on the
Put your thinker under a phono
string bass and humming.
Listen needle and see if you can un- debt will be made up to the sum
As the little termite said to as to admission, but you may be
the following sentences of $50.00 from the Dance Fund.
to it and try to understand that scramble
papa, "Beat me, Daddy, I just ate sure that applicants from Armto make the title of a popular If there is no money in the Dance
strong Junior College will be giva bass violin is not like a trumthe bar." ,
If you get in a rut the Fund the school will make up
en every possible consideration.
pet or tram, and what you hear song.
the deficit up to $50.00 from
Sincerely yours,
She wuz only a taxi driver's
is something difficult to d'O. Dig answers
are on
the back page.
#'
the college's activity fund.
(Signed)
me? This is n white label Super1, A boomerang on a staff 'Of
6. In addition to the Home- daughter but you auto meter.
GOODRICH C. WHITE.
Disc No. 10068.
music.
..
commg
.
D ance III
. DbA
ecem er, rm·
As
the
ghost
said
to
the
bar·
President.
The Windy
City sends us a
2, Gossip in an airplane.
3. A milk bottle on a cloud.
strong Junior College will spon· tender, HGimmie a rhum boogie."
performer
known
as
Wingy
sor financially one :formal dance
t
Manone. Vlingy does the vocals
each quarter, the fund set aside
4. But I hardly know you.
He:
"Will
you
marry me 1"
Compliments
of
on 'One ~alled,. Last Call for
5. Kingman, Barstow, San Ber- therefore will be sufficient to inShe: "I will never marry."
. Alcohol. Any resemblence to the
sure the success of the dance.
nando.
Hint.
.California
He: UThat's what they all say,
GeHen Cut Rate
ers
title of the
song and Dugg
trip).
Arrangements for these dances but 'they're s15.11building school
should be dead.
Catch this Gilt6. What Adam probably said to will be made by the Dance Com·
Drug Store
houses,"
Edge platter.
Eve.
mittee. These dances will be 'On
Here in my opinion is the top
7. Said
one
Armstrongitess
the dates listed in the 194:6·47
. (Girl) to another, you can "A" Book, and at· these there Iftli;&==!E!!E!!E!;&III!II&!EI&~
notch band 'of the nation.
Who?
compliments
Elliot Lav;rrence.
His ideas eXhave Beecher, but I'll take will be no admission charge.
of
Lamas Bros,
ceed. all
present
day
s:wing
Dabney. ~Oh, well). "
It is suggested that the foll'Ow·
musicians.
His music, I would
Dry
Cleaners
8,
She's
the
one
for
me.
9. Said the G. 1. when be was ing provisions be added, subject
say, sh'Ould not be called definite
Comer Broo(btoll
Dta.,toa
to the approval of the Da~ee Com·
Wholesale Dry Go04I
Pbone ....
!lwing or jazz.
I prefer the word
18 East state Street:
discharged.
mittee.
Pbone 1..4939
symphonic
jazz.
His stinging
7. The colleg~ reserves the right
10. I give up.
and emotional arrangements
bring
Well this is your disc jockey,
,..:...:..----------.,
us the type
of music we will
Cy (they wouldn't let me have alfF
probably be listening
to in the
mortgage
on the school) Armyears that f{)llow.
The band is
strong, saying if Portia can face
Most Unique Club
Compliments
,Qot bouncy,
but a smooth one
life five times a, week I suppose
In Savll1\1lllh!
with a
definite
meter.
His
of
it"s all right to take
Spanish.
vocalists, Jack
Hunter
and ex(Commerical
for the
language
Wave Rosalyn Patton add to the
dept.)
Lawrence
outfit.
Elliot
can
play every
instrument
in the
band, which
gives him an ex354 W .JlJOOlI
cellent idea how to make hi~ arSupper Club
:angements.
He graduated from
<ThUDderbolt)
the U. of Penn. with the highest
honor in. music.
His latest record
+
DA'NCING NIGHTLY
is, Who Do You Love I Hope.
I

•

KAHN AND CO.

==========='i1lr

Shoob

•

•

•,

Yachum
a.,d
Yachum

MANGELS

BAMBOO

GARDENS

•

Feminine Apparel

Chorus
He~e are some Of the latest
releases:'
Duke
Ellington.
. .
Just Squeeze M,e: .. Rumors are
Flying by Billy Butterfield with
hardly any
of that Butterfield
~orn ...
'Last Th,at's My Opinion
bY ~obby
Sherwood.
. .A fine
oOgle number is Hoodie's Boogie
by Jay McShan. J'Ohnny Guarnieri
With Body and' Soul on a Majestic
record No. 1032.
IIf your
sacroilliac
is still in
p ace and you are bending for
~ calypso,
Mr. C~gat's records,
outh America Take It Away.
~uCh!. .. This is Always, by Jo
8~afford, a Capitol disc ...
Ole
Vi ttermilk Sky by Kay Kyser .•.
I oody Herman's
combo on Fan
Bl BOYd Meets Stravilnsky
by
oyd Raeburn.
. .Don't miss the

Furniture Co.

In the

Are You Considering - - 15 E. Broughton

1I......,~~~<!/">~~
~

C

~
~

Mac's

CI

~i~rd

BUYING?
SELLING?
FINANCING. ?

J

~

~

c.:~~:::~

~

Phone 7453

~

Maupaa & HaberSham

~c;--....J<../il~~~

~
" )

BEAUTIFUL iBAMOOO
ROOM
ENTERTAINMENT
NIGHTLY

In the

This ~ffice is adequately equipped to serv.ro'U~tever your needs be-IF IT PERTAINS
Phone 3·1125
120 East

St.

Jwmn

S:S;ATE

MIRROR
Also:
Eseltlnl
Mlnlatare

LYNES REAlTY CO., Realtors

.L.....::.:..:==-------~~-·
WE MAKE G. L LOANS-PROMPT

SERVICE

iLO

Gil

18-hole

Golf CoI~
'Pr\ee 25e

8,

November
like an old back-flrin'
.~6) and beans
up, and up, and up, and up, and grew

A Bedtime Story
~~~~I~~~UP~

~~baswlm,ah~~

d

"Alright,"

a

I

.

F

1===========

d 4

18

beside de Pain
dat Louey
dnottion dat hhe wants to CIU~~S
a
unnatc erly gigantic w
and dat is de very ting h ee
Well, Louey's about hal~ d
dat ting when I comes 8 1 y
saw ~im about a little iob
eIddhdlm, to does out in Chi. W
th l.n t ~ow what to make
e sttyation so having very
erful wocal cords (when I P
punk dey had to slug me ~S
20 times before I'd shut me
I .sang
out, h"Hey Louey_w~PV
a~1a
dOIn.'?" ut Loney don't h
me-and
keeps on gain'.
He gets to de top (as far
I can see) and den de ting jus
sort
of collapses and all d
...,,,Ing_
beans falls down and everom-'
et!
b ut dere ain't no sign of Lo eyl
Well I'm kinda shook by Wh:t I
sees, so I run down to Joe's f
a couple stiff ones-and
den g~
out and pulls a little job dat
had on de fire for a couple daYil
De next
board of directoera
meetin'
comes along and whea
Louey d'On't show up do you tiQ
I tells de boys what I know about
Louey?-not
me--I
don't wanf
'em to tink I'm nuts! , .. Would
youse?
/

LET'S HAVE A BIG CROWD

..

Papa Moses
Mama Moses
Baby Moses
Holy Moses,

For your complimentary
lesson

THE ALPHA TAU BETA DANCE

Can

2-4641

Today

The Arthur Murray
Studios

NOVEMBER 27th

• ••
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I

DE SOTO HOTEL--+;+II~.======::i=::':::=====::::==========~ ____
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shot a skunk
fried a hunk',
ate a chunk
how it stu~k!

_

•
ELEANOR SHOP
110* West

Broughton

•

-

I

1============

RHUMBA?

At

IS

I.,.

1

may be taken
or in groups

mg

tng

I

Instruction
privately

su

~ut fdats.

mam

"7.

-

ward

.

ed and as Butch would
could have knocked him 8ay_,
aVe r
a fender.

';:===========::::;

I

,somewh
or 5 miles to

aroun
blue stuff!
Well Louey toitenly

LANG'S

.as.

"aDd

says Louey, "tell me beer at Coney Island)

guy who goes aroun
III bla t
spreadin' de grapevine stuff, see? what happens next or'
8
our legs off and call you s e
Y
but when youse hear about
what
. , h ad 'Shorty,' only youse won't be dere
Louey done-but
I'm gettfn a e
of meself-I'll
pipe de yarn from to hear it."
"Honest Mr., dats aU dat ocde beginnin'e-dt's
like dis: .
rys,
but chust tink of de poscu
Louey's
one of de softest guys
in de mob. He likes flowers and sibilities you got de~e fivetings and out at his place in de mile-high bean
stalks
In your
suboibs of Brooklyn he's got a back yard, you charge two-bits a
hunk
of terry-finny,
8
couple gander and a million suckers pay
wrens, and a cob or two..
to gIim dem-why
you'ld make at
Now one night Louey is beatin" least~uh-ah-um-ah-uh-wel~
anyit home from a meetin' of de way dats probably
de only way
board 'Of directors when dis dip (meanin' no ofence of course) dat
scrunches
up to -him" and says: youse will ever get anywhere near
uSay buddy, could youse spare a heaven."
fin or two?
I left me carfare
Dis' spiritual plug gets Louey,
"'at home."
•.
so he slips de guy a ten-spot and
I
Now Louey's been around and takes de decreased
beans, goes
he don't fan for no mash, and home-goes
to bed, and forgets
just when he's tryin' to figger about demo
)
out what kind of a racket
de
Scene: Louey's see d sanctuary.
punk is tryin' to shove 'On him,
Characters:
Louey
(and bede dip says, HOf course I know lieve me-Louey
coitenly
is a
dat youse probably tlnk I'm usin' character).
_youse as a fall $Uy, but just to
Time: Sunday mornin'.
show youse I'm on de level, I'll
Louey's out bright and oily to
tell youse what I'll do," and wit hear de boids yappin' and also to
dis he pulls a couple of dried plant his bean seeds, so without
DOWN
ACROSS
I,
1. ~ note on the musical scale. string beat\s from his pocket' and any adoo--he blasts a couple holes
1. Pictured drawing is the m-I
2. Frozen water.
hands dem to Louey.
in de brown stuff
wit his .38,
candescent --bulb.
1 3. T'O seize.
Of courst Louey (bein a Bust· tosses de beans
in, kicks some
6. Paid publicity.
4. Long-legged
tropical bird.
spicious mug) tinks it's some sort junk over dem, and goes into de
9. How land is divided. (Plural).
5. Tuesday.
(Abbreviation).
of a practical joke and is all house for breakfast-having
com10. Manufactured.
6, Symbol for morning.
ready to pund de guy down a pleted his gardenin'
woik for de
7. Challenge.
couple
of sizes. when de dip day.
12. Hour. (Abbreviation).
8. 1.
squeaks, .uCheeze, boss, dese ain't
About tree o'clock Louey gets
14. Organ of hearing.
11.
Doctor.
(Abbreviation).
no
ordinary
beans,
dere
magicback
from Coney Island and what
11\. Associated Press
(Abbrevia12.- Small mountain.
all youse do is plant dem 'in de d-oes he glim but dem results of
tion).
13. Part of a plant that is under ground, and dey shoots up (just de combination
of dose decrepit
17. Railroad.
(Abbreviation).
ground.
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
18. T'O exist. .
Later.
Ii
DID YOU KNOW:
20. Electrically charged
particle. 15.
16. Magician
who charmed the
Compliments of
A peeping tom is a wolf out
22. A big fire usually made to
rats Hamelin."
was 'The -Piper
of
wind'Ow shopping.
celebrate an occasion.
h'
26. Tiny vegetable.
Th t b· h rt d . I h
18, Insect that
produces honey.
a
Ig ea e gu save
lPS
3 BIG STORES IN ONE
h
27. Plunder.
19, Food.
221-223-225 West Broad
to
mate
.
29. Famous.
21. NEgative answer.
Sympathy is what one girl of30. One who writes poems.
23. Neither.
fers another in exchange for de81. Lieutenant. (Abbreviation).
24. Road. (Abbreviation).
tails.
32. Each (Abbreviation).
25. Postoffice
(Abbreviation).
Moyle Trunk Co.
A naturalist
is II guy who al84. Searlet.
28.
Gas
that
affects
the
eye.
ways
t'hrows
sevens.
36. Naked.
133, Holiday set aside for the
LASTINgIF;~GGAGE
Moral superiority
is a thing
38. Doper!.
city
I
planting
of
trees.
S9, The county is rural, the
135. TMrty days.
32 Broughton
Street, West
~~~~a~:.e average
woman can't
is--.
40. A small cake.
as j36.
37. Bushel.
Devour. (Abbreviation).
1
_
)
A savage is a person whose
41. Two·letter word
sounded
38. Weapon.
manners differs
from ours.
('E'f (Lat'in).
41. Mistreat.
tiThe Technique,"
43. j;)btained.·
YOUTH
CENTER
~. New Testament. (Abbrevia- 42. A mistake.
Women blush not in reflection
44.
Monument
on
Pack
Square.
of
the
tion) .
upon
what has happened, but in
46. Loaded.
A thorny bush.
48.
Wayside
hotel.
.
COASTAL
EMPIRE
rosy
anticipation
of what may.
U. To disfigure.
49. Adult male.
Outfitters
to
&1. A small wolf-like animal.
50. A large coarse grass used fQ~
.05. Large round vSfes.
"Damn ;a prof that gives a quiz
basket-making.
YOUNG
AMERICA
56. Walking-sticks.
on Monday morning."
52. Year. (Abbreviation).
~. If you peruse a book, you
"Damn a prof that gives a quiz
53. Long snaky fish.
--:...- it.
J. C. Penney Co., Inc.
On Monday."
54. Spike.
69. MaJe child.
"Damn a prof that gives a quiz."
56. A precious st«}fie on which
60. People who dance.
Four Floors of
"Damn
a prof."
figures
are engraved.
'll2. Tell a fib. .
57. Senior.
(Abbreviation).
"Damn."
68. Word of hesitancy.
Outstanding
Values
60. Curs.
64. Name of a boy.
Air Conditioned for Your
61. A mark from a wound.
65. E<lliox (Abbreviation).
Dabney: "Dancing
is nothing
64. Three.
ifl6.- Ctompany. (Abbreviation).
Shopping Comfort
but hugging in rhythm and some67. Either.
lmited. (Abbreviation).
thing should be done about it."
69. Utility bus. (Abbreviation).
069. Begs.
•
Half-asleep student:
"Then cut
70. Symbol for tin.
l'/l. female horse.
• out the music:"
71. Millimeter.
(Abbreviation).
73. The American
buffalo.
"14. Mister. (Abbreviation).
YOUR. / 72. And. (Latin).
Knock, knock,
St. Peter: "Who's there?"
Voice outside gate: "It is I."
ARTHUR MURRAY offers
St. Peter: "Go to hell. We have
training
in all the, popular
enough English teachers in here
Ballroom rhythms • • .
now."
of

and a little ,oil-<l
(in de time it too~e

.

A d h
n t ere was the little moron
who insisted .hp would not pIal
croquet.
He knew it was a wick,
et gamel-"The
Trail Blazer"

death scene was a riot.1
"How come?JJ
llThe corpse got hiccoughs."

"The

______

E_x_hange.

Wallflower-UMen
are all alike."
Kuddle
Kat-"Yeah,
men are
all I like, too."
_Exchange

Teacher:
"Johnny, can you speU
'avoid'?"
Johnny:
'tCertainly, what tvoid'
do you vant I should spell?"
_Exchange.

He:
why I
She:
He:

IlThere's a certain
love you."
"My goodness!"
"Don't be absurd."

reaSOll

He kissed her in the garden,
It was a moonlight night,
She was a marble statue
He was a little tight.

Ta' hell with Ithe expense!
Give the canary another seed.

What's the idea of all the crowd
at the church?
There
is. a traveling
salesJ11l'
down there confessing his sins.

• Lover: "Drink to me only wi1
thine eyes."
Petted:
HWhat's the matter? JJ

Dotson Realty Co.
Rents _

Sales _

Loans

J

-!~
'-_St. Insurance -8".
9_
Bull

)

1

I
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Modern Home uEc""Lab
~i11 Occupy Armstrong

KILAOY'S

"~ets

Get Your ''Revolute''

Beta Lambda Ie
Foreman To Preslclency

Just Off The P.... ,

Armstrong Junior
College will
have 0
f th
Copies of the "RevoluteL" one
ne
0
e
most
modem of the "most energetic bralnsto- ..
h
orne economics department
of
a
11
to reach Af'JIlstrong in ma
a
ny
co
ege
in
this
aeetlon
of h ey-day. rolled off the pma -, Ia.t
th
when work on the week, after its announcement reJ ehn country
W

KORNER

~UU>
ftV

o

Betty

Foreman
of Beta
meeting

president
luncheon

wae reeleeted
Lambda

at

a

of the home
economies club last week at the
YWCA.

• Hunt

Memorial, corner
ot Bull and Gordon Street, is ceived by the Inkwell from Editor Juli~n Silver.
completed, proQably
before the
end Qf the present quarter.
A short glance inta the past
shows us that this energy fint
In addition to the cost of th e gamed
.
momentum
in November

Other

oftlcera elected were Jean

DeMars, vice president; DorothJ'
Linton, aecretaryj Jean Weathers,

treasurer;

and Doroth)' M. JoJm.

IOn, repreeentetlee

for the dallCe
J....R.~. building and the expense of re- 1945, when under the eo-editorship eommlttee.
!4-6
modeling and repairinD',
seven 0f Baxter
McCreery, Ed SiMilS Forman, who haa been an
h
t
ousand
dollars
have
thus
fa·r an d John McGinty. It began -.to
Hal Greene by Bill. Brown
active
leader in hOMe "ee" acbeen spent on modern equipment circulate. Finances
for the idea tivities, attended the regional eonIntroducing.
BILL BROWN and HAL GREENE .•. two charfor the food and clothine." labora- came f rom McGinty.
vention of the province work .hop
acters WIth a smgle thought ...
Yes, yes, we attain great joy
tories.
This does not include
held the fint part of thla montb
'cause we write for lIKILROY."
four new electric
stoves which
Confusion rewlted
among the
at the
Cox Carl ron Hotel In
.. (?)
the Savannah Electric
Company student population when the first
Atlanta.
A representative from
is loaning pennanently
to the edition appeared. Opposition loomALLIE
BAKER sits in wonder bliss
each
onege heme economic. club
As JOHN McGINTY gives a little hi~~..
department, and which the elec- ed from faculty and students but
t .
the presses rolled. Even the Ink- in the state of North and South
rIC company will change periCarolina,
Tennessee and Georgia
They bang their heads against
the wall ...
odically with the transition of the well surrendered
onre of ita pageN
were
in
attendance
at the conAs. !3ILL HARMON gives a frightening
call.
styles.
to the paper, but McGinty revention.
Miss
Forman,
whOle
fused . . " And states McGinty
"SENATOR"
pAYNE
comes a'running fast.
expenses
were
paid
by
the
ATmPurchased last January with a again, "The paper is to be pubAs brother HAMILTON
shuffles past.
l!Itrong
club,
was
accompanied
by
trust fund set up in the will of lished at least semi-monthly. We
Mrs.
Dabney
on
the
trip.
late John W. Hunt,
prominent have no special purpose but we'll
It happens every Saturday
night all around the year,
t;I

The fellow
life" ...

insists that it's this "rough
but it could be the beer.

Savannahian, the
is a commodious

school

is well

* * *

I

home

Character Of The Month: ..
.-ALAN LAIRD, God's gift to the College and the frills, affectionately and otherwise
known as "HOLLYWOOD,"
a definitely "schmood"
article, believe you me. Laird has that "one in a million" characteristic of being a terrific guy and still able to pull down those grade
points ...
Thas my boy ...
Bottle

kitchen

l.
1

the

enlarged

department.

The

will

occupy the

units

accommodating

24

students.
Each unit will have a
stove, double cabinet
sink, mas-

To:

onite top cabinets
with four chairs.

item is
paying
FRED

and
In

a table
addition

Forum Has Interesting
Discussion On Politics

other

storage

closets

•

and Chief Engineer.
Assistant.'
Model

ated
released

1946, "No Moore." 'See this amazing
features on display at our showroom.

new model with all its novel

* * *

Zounds In The

\

1

Night:

No ean think of opelU'ng line for ZOUNDS, so this will have to
( o.: The look on DONALD AUSTIN'S
face as he Qpens his laundry,
d
IOtended fOT his sister) and pulls out several unmentionables
•..
M. G. HENDRICKS
really operating
at the Bamboo Gardens
with
~'S gang ...
one for Ripley: HAL GREENE and HOWARD JOHNON spending
their
week-ends
at home •.. no women .• · no
nothing ...
Groans and moans echoing throoghout the halls as an
a:ter effect
of midterms ...
Big Friday
night dances with some
o. the boys ignoring
the local stuff and importing wen~hes,. and
~~?t well too ...
Woof! ...
oof!
From what I hear
Acltm~zto PRINCE
is the kind of a guy wbo buys the bah"',', somethIn~
sa drmk and t~en tries to ~queeze it out of the~ . '.:
Hell, Ye.,,,
ys the
Dev,l
as he pIcks
up the phone...
G 0r g e 0 Us
.
(C t'
d
P
10)
on lUue
on
age

w:

in the

rear

27 lab on the lower

FEATURES:
Interchangeable
seat covers, water cooled exhaust,'
streamlined
body, two lung power
and "Bawl" bearing.
.
The management
assures tbe public there will be no neW models
In

FDr Altrusa

The home economics club, with
Sue Cox in charge, entertained
last Friday afternoon with a tea
in the lobby of the Armstrong
building
in honor of the delegates
The Student Forum gave a
to
the
Altrusa
convention held in
good indication of just how poliSavannah
last
week.
tics would run in Armstrong this
Delegates
from all seaboard
term, at the second meeting of
the year in'- the library lounge, states from Maryland to Florida,
also
West Virginia
and
Tuesday, October Hi, at 8:00 P.M. and

JACK "THE
COMMUNIST"
SPARKMAN
who has a broad be
nicknamed "Radio"
'cause anybody can pick her up ...
She walked
home from so many automobile rides that she finally bought
a car veniences.
of her 'Own .•.
Telephone number next time.
Both labs are large rooms 18
That unusual
cha'i'acter' LOUIS
ODDESSY is finishing
college by 42 feet and are equipped with
with many degrees ...
a temperature
of 104 ..• But cr!3dit goes fluorescent
lighting,
as is the
where it's deserved
so Louis who started
out in the world a poor rest of the building
with the
boy, now has two gold teeth, indigestion,
and a Ford •••
exception of the living and dining
rooms.
The entire interior has
*
*
ORCHIDS
TQ "RAMP" PAYNE
for his most unusual
bow-tie been refinished
and an attractive
color scheme has been employed.
extr~vaganza.
Advertisement
. • . . •
Two classrooms are located on the
ALAN MOORE & COMPANY
announces 1946 model MOORE. sec<Jnd floor opposite
the sewing
the
students while
may a smoke
situNamed ALAN MOORE the Ill.
laboratory,
lounge is where
ALAN MOORE ...
Designer
"KILROY"
• . . Production
August, 1946.

Entertains

Washington,
were in attendance
A debated discussion was held
at the convention.
The Altrusa
and cabinets, the lab will also over the proposed school eonsti- International
is a club of prohave two refrigerators,
a garbage tution and the following officers fessional
and business women.
disposal unit and an electrically were leected:
Soeial Caloadar
Yresident, Donald Austin.
heated drying cabinet for danrp
Beta
Lambda
has announced a
Vice President,
Wiley Kessler.
towels.
hay ride for members of the
Secretary,
:Martha Collier.
The clothing laboratory, located
Treasurer,
Betty Ann Freeman. club to take plaee on November 9.
on tbe Bull street
side of the
Last week the club entertained
Student
Senate Representative,
second floor, is 'E!quipped with
with a weiner roast and dance
six electric sewing machines and Grady Kicklighter.
irons, large sewing tables and Dance Committee Representa- at the bome of Helen Andrewa
on Whitmarsh
Island. Mr. and
cabinets, a floor length triple
Mrs. Dabney were ebaperons.
minot and various other con- tive, Georgia Antonopolo.

to numerous

HAROLD
"IRISH"
GOLDBERG,
the kid who's got the idea
that he's a head-liner
'cause he's getting
wrinkles in his forehead
... Harold has really got it bad ...
as he goes around with that
look on his face, and then breaks out singing ...
"SHE MAY BE
A MOONSHINER'S
DAUGHTER,
BUT I LOVE· HER STILL"
...
We wonder.
To swooners,
crooners and just plain ballad lovers this
dedicated . . . Employment
wanted ...
Singer looking for
position in Night
Life ...
The poor man's SINATRA ..•
"FROG" KESSLER.
.

for

western
half of the main floor
and will be equipped
with six

BILL BURKE who left us recently with the intention of finding
work so as to get married ...
sounds
com'licated
Bill •.• but
may all your troubles
be small ones.
.

1

"ec"

food laboratory

* * *
Orchids Aud Pinch

suited

Hunt Memorial back whomever we think will' do
building which the most good in the election."

of the cooking
fioor.

I

Others attending were Sue Cox,
Betty
Forman, Lita Huteheson,
Here's to you my dear
Dorothy
Linton, Sara Leon, Elizaand here's to the dear who isn't
here.
If the dear who Isn't here betb Maguire, Dorothy ll. J obnwas here, - my dear, I wouldn't be aon. Marian Zilch, Pattia Cook,
calling you my dear, my dear.
Dorothy J. John.on, Norma Faye

A Toast •••

I wonder why women don't grow

mustaches!
Didja ever
a .racetrack?

see grass grow on

Blocker, Mary Ann Kavanaugh,
Betty P"itte, Jean W~there. Helen
Andrews;
and Lawrence Me..
(Continued

on page 10)

-:...

_

litles

College Obtains Many New Faculty petudrsona
As Large Student Body Digs Into Fall 5 ies

Of particular
interest
to the
male students
should he the fact
Annstrongites
,.re looking forward to a year full of facta and
that beginning
next quarter, the faculty, for something new baa been addedl You're rleht, we're rehome "ec" food classes will be ferring to the latest additiona to our fseulty here at Anns\t'Ollg.
available
to
the
boys.
'.'The
If you are a membe1' ot the
~rst thing I shall
teach M. them,"
William
Dab- newly-formed
Glee Clu,b no d oubt
you 'are already acquainted with
Mrs.
remarks
ney, ]ll:tit, attractive
head of the Mr. William Baker (Inatructor in
department,
"is
hoW to cook
nterestlng hobby
breakfast
and serve it in bed." English).
A fonner Army man,
he has the very "
Future
reeordlngs.
Moet
h·us b an d SIne.
th
Arm - of collecting
strong- student
body thould have
b bl been over
no difficulty
realizing
the in- ;v~on\~ae
proat" :ne time or
tent of thia initial lessoo of the a:oth:r
~n:"ta.
aeen our new
cooking course.
Only prepara~n
l'brarian
Miss Elizabeth Colson,
of practical dishes will be tau,,,t. ~hO ~Ived
an A.B. degree at
Also being o~fered neltt quarter G. S. C. W. and baa a1ao served,
i. a c<>urse In arts and cra.ft. aa a recreation
direcror for the
to be conducted
in the c10thmg American Red Creas.
jab.
Another
new in.tructor around
An inadequacy of college funds the campue is Mi.. Noma LA
10)
Goodwin
(Instructor III Enr!Iah),
(.contInued on page
'

I

w_.

She has l!Ieveral iDterestInI'
hlldn
.. hobobie.. • • dancing.
g, ..........
sketching and photocr&phf •• .And
MiBI Kal'J E. Jen1dnl II DOW
teacblng
Ene Iish at A-~8
,_o"v_.
although
sbe 0r\---.n.
........
planned

to be a b1Jnr\aD.
WeIcoIIIed
are
lID. Pbl1IIP ahIbers. (ElllIIsh aDd Q~
and
Misa Dorothy TboJOPlOD(,qehoJ..
ogy).
Not fo'ioribll '" .........
er aOX. iWO .",
.-Ie ••••
bavo boaniH tho eolJop
wagon •••
IIr. 1.......
Soar'
borough (Phl'al .. aDd
Mr. Ira Leo N\cIIola (

I

...,.._an

IDe -~)
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Jack

Sparkman

....;
who Is g-oing to coach the basketball
team, seems to
Mr. T O~L.e,
have hopes for the "Geechees" this year. He states that for the
managers of the t~aJ11 he has picked "Red Colquitt and Fred Sigman.
The turnout was good with thirty men reporting.
The first whistle
will blow on the 6th of December in Augusta
the 20th, our Homecoming.
I$uper club and I hope

with a return

From this corner
you

fellows that

we are

know

match on
the

pulling for a

what

basketball

Southern

a basketball

Conference

while carrying
Ieoks like will' come

on out'.

Somewhere along

"Wouldn't know,

Antair

, another

as

I swing

member

yell, "Hey Squarehead

a club in the

100 bracket.

of the golf team, says

,

I am going - to _stick my neck out

I am only a football
ones this

way:

Texas,

are

All-American team.

that

b a ck

and probably

bug and a ham at that.
Dame, Army,

now going

so far as to name
go tltat, but my

College

I pick the top

southern

MEMBERS

to the

bl-ood forces

me to say something.
I am picking a little boy from Miami by the
name of Arnold Tucker over Lujeck, I also pull for Layne (Texas),

in

went

Medal, Presidential

Athens,

West

Foul'

the Purple
Mr.

to Con-

Air

Unit

Medals, and

Heart.

Torrie

balSketball
San

Cross,

coached

team

Antonio,

an

army

at Alamo Field,

Texas, in 1943. His

Hear Ye! Pigskin Contest!

Ohio state,

candidates

then

Flying

the.e he played
team
won most of their games
Concord eleven.
after he took over in mid-season
Coach Torrie received
his B.A.
He was released from the Army
Degree in Physical Education and
on December 15, 1945, after which
Social Science in 1942.
he worked on an M,A. Degree at
After doing graduate
work at
the University
of Tennessee.
The University of Tennessee Mr.

get my throat

Georgia,

For this work he received

Distinguished

Soldiers

higp school

Virginia. Whil~
guard for the

he believes a

football.

Notre

I can't

the

Citation,

cord

Tommy

UCLA, Oklahoma A&M (1 believe they could take Navy, Duke,
Penn and Yale all ahead of the "Okiea"}, Alabama
and Michigan.
Sports writers

barges.

made

the pigskin for Big

in 1937, and

of these will be alternates.

it'e

full

Mr. Torrie finished

good golf team can be had with the proper support.
As it now
stands, there will be four men (maybe one girl) accepted ... two

cut, but here goes ...

and

Creek.

the line I heard a Joe

how about golf." Well, speaking of golf Robert Maclaurin tells me
that golfers wage a running battle with old man par. Me? Well

t

team

Vacuum Cleaner.

Greetings: To each and everyTrippi (Ga.) and Blanchard
(Army).
Where's
Davis?
Well that one of you who follow the fasciis a question mark between him or Layne, Blanchard has also missed nating adventures of "The Vacuum
Cleaner"
through
each
installa few games. If Notre Dame shellacs Army, that will fade Mr.
ment.
Blanchard (that is if they hold him).
For the Back of The Year
This year, yours truly
shall
we scream fur ""Georgia's Trippi.
bring 00 light the personal facts
I think that Texas will meet UCLA in the Rose Bowl unless about each of our fellow classthe Big Ten foul it up.
mates.
In some issues you may
what I thought!"
In this issue we are going to give you a chance to do your stuff. say, "That's
We are giving $5.00 away to the person who comes the closest to in others you might say, "That
calling a win or tie on the November 2nd games.
Try your luck. low down_It and so forth.

OF INKWELL

STAFF

ARE

NOT ELIGlBLE

In the following contests 20 teams are listed. The person predicting the greatest
number of winning teams receives $5.00. This
contest will end 5:00 P. M., November 8. Place entries in the Inkwell
Box in Miss

Mosely's

office.
Tie

Win

Win
Alabama

L. S. U.

Duke

Wake

Forest

Army

Notre

Dame

Boston College

Georgetown

Colgate

Holy

Columbia

Pennsylvania

California

Sou.

Clemson

Tulane

.
..••........
..........

.

............

Cross

............
............
.+ .
..••........
.....~
...
.
.

Calif.

Harvard
Dartmouth
To those poor guys and gals
Wisconsin
who have kept the skeleton hid- Iowa
Northwestern.
Indiana
•
den in the upstairs closet, I will
......
Minnesota
.
say that you are in for the shock Purdue
of your life when you look into Oregon
U. C. L. A.
the
Vacuum Cleaner.
So my
Colorado
Missouri
.......
friends, before my campaign starts
South
Caro.
Maryland
~
At this point I think it only appropriate
that the school should just
remember,
I'm here,
I'm
Kansas
give our new Physical Education Instructor three cheers for getting there,
the Vacuum .Cleaner t1is Oklahoma
........
............
the sports program started.
"Mr. Terrie has successfully organized everywhere!
Tulsa
,;
Oklahoma A&M
.......
............ .~
our gym classes, set up a new intramural
program, and has the
Temple
A little advice to boys with Penn State .
...~
.......
ball rolling on varsity
sports.
It takes a lot of time and interest
Idaho
steady girls, a steady girl is like Oregon State
to set up a varsity club and we certainly appreciate his efforts in
a hot potato. The quicker
you Georgia Tech
Navy
backing the boys.
drop it tIe less you will get
INS
.'
whether
TRUCTION:
Please check in Blank of your decISlOll,
f01
. The temporary Intramural Board, composed 'of Alan Laird, Alfred burned.
Oolquit, G. H. Isley, Bill Harmon, Reginald Evans, Harold Goldberg,
Our chemistry genius and prom- win or tie.
Guess scores and put in blank of' games, 1, 2j 3,
and presided over by Mr. Tome, met on October 4. The purpose was inent figure about school, Charlie use in case of tie.
to decide on the Intramural
Program.
In the following discussion Williamson, seems to be under the
STA.N1
FROM CONTE
these resolutions were made. Each club and sorority is eligible to little finger of one Mary Ellen M. NO MORE THAN ONE ENTRY ACCEPTED
participate.
The clubs will each elect a Intramural
Manager who Charlie is a member of the 1\.rm~ ----------------,-------.---------will name sports, players and also make arrangements
for his or her
He: "If I knew you betted I'd She was a hula dancer
strong
Progressive
Party, and
He was a goy from the
,I
club's team.
No person can participate
in more than two sports
kiss
you."
during the week of the campaign,
He
forgot
the
sugar
he
and can represent
only one club.
She: "If you knew me better
Charlie was a great backer 'Of
home
_'A~
• h......
that wouldn't
tend to you would know it wasn't necesAlan Laird has been elected Intramural
Sports Manager. Let's anything
When
she shook her
S
sary
to
know
me
better
to
kiss
annoy
her.
He
means
well
and
get behind him and get teams started;
we have a good Sports
wheat.
me!'
(Continued on page 10)
J4anager. 10 let'. back him!

,

I was over in the auditorium the other day ... just looking
things over ...
mainly Miss Wilson's dancing class. It really looks
good. "Y1essir, I see big things ahead of them.
What class ...
afJ.em, I mean what a class.
No wonder those boys (Upchurch,
Austin, Evans, just to mention a few) are getting hep to the barnyard beat and missing that much needed lunch.

'

f17.'it

I

/

/
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THE INKW'ELt
Tonie Sets Up New
Intramural Program

ristine Wilson Initiates Tedious
Jo~ Instructing Girl's Physical Ed
ne Sunny
.

day,

e

years ago in the small copper
town of Ducktown, 'I'en,
g
.
there
enter.ed
mto the
who was named

Christine Burleson, the writer.
. Miss Christine
Wilson, new
IS

en'ls Physi?al

He emphasized that cooperation ~1l take ~ great deal of cooperation. We will have a good squad
from the student body and faculty\1D the offmg, and are working toward three complete teams ...
six
will be needed to promote the pro- girls on each," she stated.

Di-

Education

or in Armstrong.

gram
completethatsuccess
Th'
.
"It is and
this insure
cooperation
must
. • e gtrls have fme spirits.
Miss Wilson has great hopes of a
be present," he stated.
The new wmmng~team and has stressed good, clean honest. participation to
plan will enable Armstrong to put assure It. The team has a good Senior Manager in Helen Devere

Some time

after
this glorious
she iattended
Cleveland Cen-.

I High

School

in

lete she won
k~tball for

I

Cleveland,

a sorely needed athletic

a very capable

nnessee. Being

her

four

ilson also 'Won

letter
years.

Miss

l~round athlete, a model for the
est iaetive senior; a school medal, :
East Tennessee

Medal and the

Medal in &{leech

or two years each; and won over
sen other states in the national
n'test speech.

She finished

high

..,hooi in 1939.
The women's

coach then attended

the University

of

Chattanooga

where she receivea.
gree in Physical

her A.B. DeEducation

and

Health. .She was a member of the
Phi Mn SororHy, the Theta Alpha

it

Phi,

td

fraternity

national

honorary

and

men's letter

debating

won ,second

:is

college debatest

m.
'1
ch

at

In

dramatic

club. W!lile a member

11
d,

..

Miss ChrIstine Wilson, new Physical
Education Instructor for women, was mural sports will reside in the
timing her students at the Y. W. C. faculty.
Students will be given
A. when this was taken.
representation and a voice in the

For two years she

'the Mocetts, wo-

of the college

place

in

team s~e
the

state
at

the

She is noW Secretary
Physical
Tennessee
ation

at the Unishe taught

summer of 1944 she worked with

government.

This

was her first

h e

Rov'lng Reporters

of the

year

dancing,

working

on

the.
sponsormg

dance
the

'his

ie

Alan Laird, Sue Cox Unanimously
Elected Intramural Managers
Amidst

a

growing,

crowd of some

enthusiastic

consciencious

dents, more noisy by_standers,

man

and

one w'Oman \-ace"

-of nhe cO vet

stu~

two

and

in the student body. Besides

for

e d positions
being

general confusion, the 1946\.47 In~ a star "pigskin toter,"
Alan is
tramural Managers
were ,revealed president of the Veterans
Social
after

......~
........
....-...
.........

~
....~.
~.

the

final

score was

tabu-

lated in the recent election.'
Alan Laird and Sue Cox were
victorious

in

the

seemingly

"one

Ladies who look chic in slacks,
Says one admiring fan,
Are those
whQ manage to 10k
spic
Without

....... ~.
.~
....~.

,~l
eft a

displaying

span.

Between Classes'

..

Club and a staff member
Inkwell." Sue has been
Armstrong
basketball
I

I

of the
active in
activities

for some time.

2 o'clock."

"How ya know?"
"Looked

at the sun

my flashlight."

One of the few letters being

now muddled

football
team
playing varsity

Armstrong had
footbsll. In that

Our thoug~ts
ru.n dry
Now
It's time have
for serIOusness
an d season, the team . played eight
we don't want a lie.
games, none of whIChwere markFor love, health, a wife, a moneyed in the win column due to Its
tree.
lightness.
Alan a.veraged 58 minHere are your answers, just what utes of play to the game that
you said,
season, and at the time, he playWe hope
theyd· come true as they're ed the pOSItIon
. .
f gua rd while
.
0
emg
rea.
h
1. Fa.y Hancock:
"For John weighing only 155 pounda.
McGinty to be on the spot when
He started his athletic career
Alan LaIrd
(Continued on pa.ge 10)
at Savannah High School where
he played on the fresh;'n team \ ------------for three years and end on the catcher.
Now,of he
is Interested
in the revival
vanity
football.
Mary had a little lamp,
varsity string of 1939.
.
Alan is Intramural Manager for
A good ODe we won't doubt,
Alan enlisted in the ArmY In
add'
For everytime that company came
1942 and saW duly'wlth the AnnY all sporta activities, and, in
,b .
d·
tion ia the President of the ArmThe little lamp went out.
Rescue Service. After eutg IS- strOng' Veterans ,Social Club.
charged
in December, 1945, he
be
f
"Move closer, honey."
to his studies at Ann- Furthermore, he is a me~
r 0
f
the Monogram Cluh. Th.. club
"Didn't I tell you I was a lady?" returned
1mmediatelY there" ter, is composed of boY!' who played
III don't ca.re what you were." strong.
in the spring quarter, be was
A:rr4 troD&'
for time, a there ,
d at football
j.he present
"l hear the faculty is ttrying to 1.nstrumental in bringing about. varsity
the revival Qf softball. 1iis pOSIonly three meD1ben in the
stop· necking."
.
"That is terrible.
Next thmg tion on the team was not in any
you know they'll be trying to stop one place but he usuaUy played school.

:e'

uWasha time?"
"Ish

'1

In The Sports Columns

By Montague

instructor,
having
three
and no play.
in conditioning, two in' folk' Our brains 'are

,r~

lOll

I have not been able to secure much information about the Riding Club, but I do know that there definitely will be a formation of

and Durrence
'I worn on sweaters
this year is the
0 c ih
"A" on the sweater of Alan Laird.
Our summer was spent very appy
h k
and gay
Alan earned his letter way ac
as a School has begun, now it's work in 1940 as a member of tbe last

Educat"ional Ass

of the U. S. Navy \ committee,
and
D. C.
Riding Cluh.

in Washington,

oft

Education division

school at Benton High School in college
tbe winter of 1944. During th~ classes

a secret division

Women's

W3,lS

Riding Club

"3. The physical Education In- one this season.
structor will supervise.
--------------------------"4. The supervisor ~ll be asPersonalities
School. Her team won the 1!lburmi- sisted by the student Intramural
ment cup and the league cup.
(Continued 'on Page. to)
By Ronald Vam

was the
of 18, she
tender
youngestagegirl eveT Ito finish the
University of Chattanooga.
After
doing graduate. work
versity of Tennessee

elected by the members.

Athletk
Director and basketball
coach at Cleveland Central High

graduating

1942,

program who was recently

in operation.
Conditioning
The purpose
of
intramural
Conditioning
classes
have
beltUn tumbling and the leirl" are nav·
sports is to provide opportunity
ing
the
time
of
their
lives:
The
main thinK stressed is the safety
for wholesome, competitive recreation, and exercise for the part of angle. The idea is not to make a perfect tumbler out of each girl
the student body not participating but to give her a perfect earry-over value of the safety rules which
in v,arsity .activities.
Organized may prevent her from being lIerioullly injured in an accident in later
intramural
sports have already years. The first objective emphaAizes the development of a large
gained in popularity
throughout muscular system.
Folk Dancing
colleges in the states.
. The suggested organization of
Having little information concerning the folk-dancing cIa"s 1 can
Mr. Tome's
program
is as only say that the participants ere having a hilarious time. Neverfollows:
theless, they are progressing nicely in learning the polka.
"1. Student leadership-to
act
as umpires; referees, judges, etc.
Intramural Program
This supervision to help the students
sportmanship
and
acquirepractice
leadership
thrcugh pracFacts concerning the intramural program are not complete yet.
tical experience.
With final announcement to he made soon, the recent election of "
"2. Supervision of the intra- women's Intramural Monsger has set the program in its early stages.

in

a cup for best

ennessee State

The Fairer Sex in Sports

Ca~m~n 'I'orrie, Armstrong's new
Phyaieal Education Instructor, has
By SUE COX
~et down a suggested program for
Basketball seems to be quite the thinlr this year, as we have a
intramural sports. Mr. Torrie has large number of girls coming out. Most of our time has been spent
worked hard completing a pro- drilling on the fundamentals of basketball.
gram, which will bring
about
be:ter understanding
and leaderMiss Wilson's opinion of the team is that "We are definitely
ehip among the stud en ta ,an d also Ieekimg In
. guards but other tban that we have good material though
serve
as a demonstration
of the'If Sr~g
htl Y fusty.
abilities.
'
But the cagers are working hard to improve• and it

some -twenty-

ld 'a little girl

IDe

dial

with

the students."

By Jules BacOt

THE

(Continued from page

(Continued from Page 7)
KICKLIGHTER
running
amuck, preaching that the 12 temptations
of men are 11 bottles of brew and one women . . . potent stuff . . .
Ohl Yes ...
Cows may come and calves may go .•.
but the 'Old
BULL goes on forever.
As JAMES WOOD often says,
"If ~o~
don't know the first
night, you'll never know" ..
However,
a
a proven fact that no matter how well you like the babe: .. It s
just as well to stop dancing when the music stops -...
Th~s st~ff
is like JAZZ, nobody is responsible for it • "." A woman WIll stick
tb you through thick and thiu reports BILL SITLER ... The l?nger she sticks, the thinner
you get ...
There are two. days In a
man's life that he never forgets: The day he get~ roamed and the
day his mother-in-law
dies ... Friends and fellow sufferers ...
are you stumbling through life with the "cruel brand of WOLFE?"
.•. Fun though, ain't it 1 ...
All said and done it must have been
KILROY who lent the helping hand to JUKIE
DUBOIS hy placing
his blue wreck in the lobby of the Lane Bldg ••..
Your columnists
have photo proof that HOWARD "HERBIE" JOHNSON can. when
with the spirits, slid down the banisters .•.
(Look! No Hands).

~t,

• • •
Fashion

Predictions:

In formality is all the rage in clothes now. Informality
That's when you wear a $75 sport coat,
$50 slacks, a $15
shirt and $30 shoes, and you still look like a bum .. ,. It will be easy
for you guys with a lot of campaign ribbons to pick out your Fall
attire. Just throwaway
your uniform, take your fruit salad into the
store and say, "Give me a suit to match these." ...
We know a
fellow who wears a Purple Heart coat with an Asiatic Theatre stripe,
and Good Conduct pants with two oak leaf clusters.
It's wonderful
what they're using to make clothes now. I have a post-war suit made
of wood. I like it,· but every time I try to strike a match on the
seat of my pants, a termite sticks his head out and says, "No smoking in the lower balcony please." At the last dance a cute chick
was wearing an evening gown made of wood. Once her shoulder
strap fell down, and a guy across the room yelled, "TIMBER!" They're
making clothes out of glass, too. A lot of guys don't know whether
to be tail-ors or glaziers. My ambition in life is to be a wirid-shield
~per
on Ja.!!e Russell. They're even making clothes out of newspapers. They laughed when I sat down to play. How did I know
I had a rip in my comic section? Imagine riding on a bus and sitting next to a girl wearing last night's final edition. You move up
!lose to her and say, "Pardon me, but .would you mind .lifting yo~r
«nn?
I'm reading a story that's continued
on your hlp." It will
'be easier to get clothes now that the war plants are reconverting.
Lockheed is starting
to make long underwear
. . . they just lower
lhe wing spread a little and leave the bomb-bay door right where it
was. The companies that made girdles for, the WACs are making
em for civilil}n gals now. Reconversion was a snap for them. Some
nufacturers aren't
reconverting.
The guy who made those Mae
~l~'il/'est
life-saving jackets during the war hasn't
changed over. He's
llst ealling them Jane Russells now.
Novertheless, some companies have· to be reconverted by an Re~entation
course. Reorientation
...
That's an old Army expresJ;ion
ning, "Put away that chocolate bar. You have to have NYLONS
ere." After that c.omes Redistribution. Redistribution
...
meaning,
's push them around just once more before we let them go." Then
, f'mished product finally reached the r!tailer
who dream' up the
ear and tear on that new purse of yours. After he sells the "Latest
f'ashions" to the poor consumer, the product reaches home. Home .••
~at's a place where you can go to the bathroom alone. All in all,
say fashions follow the change made by the mode of living. If
10, wait till the "skirts"
pursue the High Cost of Living.
On Logie • • • (1)
An appointment
is a date. A date is a sticky fruit. A sticky
fruit is a prune. A prune is something full -of_wrinkles. And some~ing full of wrinkles is too darned old. So please cancel my appoint-

E
.er

JiIued
ment.

A marriage bond is a tie. A tie is something
you find on a
rw\1road. Something you find on a railroatr'is
a train. Some trains
go to Reno .•.
And Reno is where they untie you if your're married . ' .. 8<J why bother? '
An elevator is a lift. A lift' is a pick-up. _A pick-up is a girl who
gives you the glad-eye. And a girl. who'll give you the glad-eye in
an ..elevator wants very much to get acquainted.
So be sure and get
off on the same floor that she does.

• • •
The Swan Song ...

Good night ladies and such as that ...
Due
to the past war, and conditions such as they are, we wish to infonn
you that this isn't a ration book, but only a few points. What's old
has been told, .• what's new i..sup to you ..• But remember, RADIO
is the only business in .the world that gets a fair hearing while in
the hands of receivers ...
Thas all.
KILROY

Intramural Plan
(Continued from page 9)
Managers
and assistant
intra.
mur.al managers."5 The student Intramural
Man~
ager will be elected by the students.
"6. Each club !Shall appoint one
of its members as· an assistant
intramural
manager.
"7. The Intramural
Board. will
consist of;
a. Generl\l Manager
(Chair'¥Il)
b. Assistant Managers.

c. Director
cation.

.t941

of Physical Edu-

"8. The Intramural
Board will
elect a secretary.
"9. The Presidnet of lthe College
shall appoint
an Athletic Board
of Control which will consist of
four faculty
members-including
the Director
of Physical Education.
The aim of this program is to
increase .interest and competitive
spirit among the club within the
school. This will help to increaae
and promote future .competitiOn."

I have

2.

(Continued

9)

a~ assignment for
Jack

Durrence:

him."
"Get rid

you."

3. Lynn Barker:
cuddle

4.
happy
now."

aren~t
the
only hep-cats
u.
'I'or-r!e and his wife are
"Q,
the step." Honestly , M r, '1'ep ~
he has it bad.
Best of luck to
why have you been hidin ol'rje,
him she is a wonderful
girl.
talents
when all the
. g YO\lf
phyllis Etherton,
is this 'the
.
gIrls
looking for such a hands
conversation that you and Frank Astaire?
01l1e
used Friday night after the game 1
Frank: "Do you believe in kissVeterans
ing, hone 1"
is going to organize -i huge
Phyllis: "Hmm
• • . YOll bet I of those poor guys who did ' chI
do, honey! . . • when Pm kissing in the fighting,
The 4_F~t r,
you."
Is that
the rea~on you soon be running the school! Will
want to sit by Frank
III every
Laird
please gather yOur 'f Alan
class.
and strike back immediatel 'OlCfa
Phyllis gets
around
quite a must crash the opposition y. W~

Vacuum Cleaner

Roving Reporters

Kilroy's Komer

Kilroy's

November S'

INKWELL

"I'd like to
up to a big teddy bear."

Miss Jenkins: "To be as
the rest of my life as I am

5. Irene Branch: IIA big strong
handsome man."
6. Joan Pratt: "To stay out
later than 11 :30 on Sunday night."

Ilh

frfrm page 8)

bit, just the other day she spent
a wonderful afternoon
at Hunter
Field sitting
in an automobile
with basketball
manager,
F red
Sigman, during a whole two hour
practice . . . more fun.
T hat
night Harry
Slotin just had to
take her out, wonder
what she
five did t-o those boys.

7. Nonna Blocker: "An education."
8. Edna Ann Hutchins:
"Pass
a chemistry test."
9. Oliver Schroder: "Have a lot
more."
10. John DeMars: "To be older."

11. Bill Bird: "Give me
minutes more."
12. Fred Sigman:' "To have q
cabin at Lake Lure and to loaf
there always."
13. Joe Solana: "I'd like to be
in Macon."
14. Baron Haag: "Ever-ything
I wish for."
15:
Carl Harmon:
"Half
of
everything
Baron wishes for."
16. Charlie Clanton: "$1,000.000."
17. Ed Yates: "I wish I were
the only ,boy in the world."
18. Mrs. Lube. "I have everything I want."
19.
Suzanne Varnoff:
"Pass
French."
(Ed. note-a
l/ery good
idea.)

It looks as if Marion C
thinks
the Armstrong boys ook
not old enough or somethin
' c hasmg
'
s h e IS
local outsider g,
T ..
my Ryles. Boys please try 'to otn·
older.
Betty Beckwith is trying
her best to keep her boy fr'
lendl
apart,
so she is holding d
Bob Thorpe at A, J. C. and
Lynn B. you are a very cute old boy friend Billy Garhfr
girl, but you are certainly
not S,H.S.
Cleopatra. Breaking
dates with
"They'" say the modern gir1&'
boys is a bad policy. Also it's
are like a barbed wire
common courtesy
t-o treat your clothes
fence.
They
protect the propen
date like you enjoyed his comwithout
obstructing
the
pany instead of the following example. There was a certain party Now don't all of you agree 'wi~
at Betty Forman's
house Ia s t me when I use this question in
to Miss Joanne Due
Christmas and you were there. reference
You really have it I~Q."
It seems that some of your heroes renee?
came in and kissed you where- but do you really think you &t
girl in A.J.C.?
upon y'OU gave up your date to the prettiest

view;

entertain
the
boys.
Personally
Lynn, if I were a boy I would
ignore you completely.
But you
are doing all right
with Allen
L., he says he doesn't mind.

How is Dot J. and your torch,
"A Harmon? Do you and her see
eye t-o eye right
on 1 You two
make an all right couple, it's a
21. Gene Thompson: "Five more
pleasure to see you around. But
wishes."
I don't think the "Revolute"
ap·
22. Angela Ryan: "Interest
in proved of your change Dot., and
the Coca-Cola business."
you have changed
in the last
23. Bob Harmon: "Pass a math year.
test."
Mary Montague is a fine girl.
24. Bill Harmon:
UA
free
There's none that compare with
period - shorter classes more
her, of all the gals around A. J. C.
pay."
Too bad that s-ome boy can't pin
25. Alan Moore: "Beer in coke her ,down. But )TOU're smart Mary,
machine."
keep it up sweetheart!
..
26.
Hampton
Paine:
"Far
We have two new additions to
enough."
our. female stude~t
body. Nancy
27 .. Hal Greene: "That it lasts."
Whitner, who halls from North
Carolina, and Lenny Keever, who
New Department
drops in from
Virginia.
Nancy,
(Continued from page 7)
you have done O. K . ..fiJI' yourprevents
the department
from self, ~t least attracted
a lot of
furnishing
the dining and living attentIOn . . . heaven knows, you
rooms immediately, however, Mrs. have tried hard enough! One thing
Dabney
stated
that
within
a wrong, too many boys spoil a girl.
reasonable
length of time
the Oh Lenny, with
your southern
entire
project should be com- accent and reserved
charm you
pleted.
When furnished
these are doing very well yourself. How
two rooms will be used for the can you stand aside and make the
receptions
and parties, and also boys come to YQU 1
as the club room of Beta Lambda
Sally K., I have heard that
The top floor of the bUildin~
you have an inferiority
complex.
has not been touched' however
There
is
no
reason
for
that,
and,
Mrs. Dabney hopes that
even~
tually it will be converted into a I assure you, you won't have it
around Hal
home management unit in which long if you hang
Greene.
Hal
has
talked
to too
students
of the department
wiII
many girls with the same line.
alternate
in living f'Of ~ week
or ~ore at the time, and at the
S.O.S. to Miss Wilson ...
colsame time gain first hand exper- lege boys admiring
you highly!
ience and information in manag- Be careful, they are college boys
ing a model home.
and not college joys.
A somewhat more remote plan
Why doesn't somebody tip Regof the home economics departgie E. 'Of that Connerat angle at
ment is to convert the ground
Pape. From the dope I get he is
floor 'Of the Hunt Memorial now
missing out completely.
Talk to
occupied by the Veterans Guidance
Harm'On Corley, Reggie, isn't he
Center, into a cafeteria for the
supposed to be a friend of yours?
college whenever the VGC ceases
Sucker.
to have use for the basement.
The war has been over for a
Mrs. Dabney, who has headed
the department for the last four year now but it looks as though
Irene Branch and Carolyn R'Oyce
years,
is a'" native Savannahian
have started a new one between
and an alumna of Armstrong.
Wonder if a boy is
She holds a Batchelor of Science themselves.
Anyway, one is going
and
Home
Economics
Degree involved?
from the University of Georgia to win, and I know who. For inand an M. S. in Science from formation see me at • . .
the ......
1!_~!:e~sity of Wisconsin.
It see m s t hat
the students
20.
cow."

Margaret

-..

Mary-- Byers:

.-------_.

0:

Larry
Collins you go with the
wrong people. That party at Bona
Bella at the DeMars home WI!
something.
Then that ride to
Tybee where you and your friends
went to Lover's Nest or the Fort,
and entered e deserted barracks
with sssh girls in the dark. Oh
yes, there was plenty to drink to
add to the liveliness of the crowd.
But it is too bad the Tybee po.
lice force had to step in and break
it up. Remember who was there,
well I do . . . Larry Collins with
Glorja Armstrong, Wally Richard
with
Sally Baxley, Billy Wimm
with
an outsider, and Frank
Coleman
with
Betty
Leonard.
There were others, but not quite
as interesting
to Armstrongites
.as the mentioned couples above.
It seemed to be a rough night.
If there are any boys who hafebeen uninformed there is. a lovely
Freshma
who no one has been
able to ~ie down. She is Anne
Fretwell.
It's worth looking into
felIas.
Everyone knows Sara Leon ...
she is stilI running around like
mad trying
to make the gossip
column and we don't want to disappoint her.
in

Leila
her

Ann Nease has that look
eye when she looks at

Sportswriter
Bill' Spa r k m a II.
Watch
out Bill you're sunk.
Watch for our dirt column next
time . . . until then . . . you do
it . . ~ and we'll print it, whatever it is ! ! !
_

Beta Lambda Reelects
(Continued from page 7)
Alpine
Henry Mahany, Emmett
,
h'll' S
Stevens,.
Billy
Sitler,
P 1 .lp
Hamilton,
Jimmy Mallory, Bil~~
Harmon
Billy
Reid,
Dona
,
'G
rge
Austin
Red
COlqUItt,
eo
,
R' Zl1
Isley, Robert Rizza, Frank . IZ ,
Billy Linder and Emil HopkUlS•
Money doesn't make y'ou hapti;
but
it makes you comforta
while you are unhappy.
"J ames, have you whispered today without
permission 1"
"Only wunst."
id
"Leroy, should James have sa
wunst1"
said
"N o'm,
he shou ld have
twisct."
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